Exhibit A

Additional recovered tweets purportedly from Abbas Ghassemi’s deleted Twitter Account
..another piece of trash has figured out that claiming to be a Jew in the west gets them media attention!!!
This calls for more vigilance and awareness/identification and elimination of the agents of IsraHell and Zionists inside the country!!!
Professor Ghassemi
@ProfessorGhass1

the Zionists and IsraHell interest have embedded themselves in every component of the American system, media, banking, policy, commerce, ... just a veneer of serving US interest and population - everyone pretends that is the case.

@ARezaGoI1

American Jews have formed a vast array of organizations to influence American foreign policy. Of these, AIPAC is the strongest and most famous. These lobbies have been able to veto about 85 resolutions on
Right on. Obama had the same Rahm Emanuel!!! Clinton, Bushes, etc. same!!! The zionists are the fabric of the American society. They operate the entire system, banking, commerce, media, government,... the front person is only a figure head! IsraHell runs the place!!!
the entire system in America, government, banking, media, .... is owned and operated by the Zionists and IsraHell. Everyone pretends like this is America, land of liberty and beacon of light. Doing criminal acts under this cover is prescribed from the Zionist masters!

Seyed Mohammad Marandi @s_m_marandi
Iran never had a nuclear weapons program

The western media consistently & knowingly reinforces false narratives manufactured by their regimes to justify murder & terrorism
Aaleee ostad. Also, the Zionists and IsraHell interest have embedded themselves in every component of the American system, media, banking, policy, commerce, ... pointing out the atrocities committed by the criminals in IsraHell instantly branded as anti Semitic!!!